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Abstract:                 Through this exercise, students were introduced to the idea that materials 

can come from atypical sources, and that with the right scientific skills and 
tools, alternative, sustainable materials can be recovered, such as food 
waste. They were also encouraged to investigate their own behaviors and 
habits, and find ways to divert waste from landfills, both as a responsible 
citizen, as well as from their capacity as a designer. Instead of working 
with materials that can take centuries to biodegrade, in this assignment 
students are introduced to the concept of temporality, biodegradability 
and the larger impact of the construction industry on the environment. In 
this assignment, the class discussed how the EPA, in its 2018 published 
findings, found that the United States alone generated 600 million tons of 
construction and demolition debris, more than twice the amount of 
generated municipal solid waste. As a discipline, there is an urgent need 
for both scholars and practitioners to push for change. 

  
Learning Objectives: 1. Understand the fundamental nature of materials and, where 

applicable, the transformation and implication of these materials from a 
raw state into a manufactured state, 2. Demonstrate an awareness of the 
impact of material choices on the environment. 3. Demonstrate an ability 
to design in detail, assemblies that reflect an understanding of their 
material properties 

 
Criteria:  Students were asked to test out the idea of creating modules through the 

creation of molds. They had to first create one mold and test out their 
various organic materials collected, followed by designing another mold 
that can be replicated at least 9 times. They are required to connect 9 
modules together, with no limit on dimensions. All materials must be 
biodegradable and no glue is allowed for connections. Molds can be 
made out of natural or recycled materials.  

 
Process: Students were asked to create a food waste journal for a week, observe 

what they have not consumed throughout the week, paying close 
attention to where these materials can be used for forming/reforming into 
modules, and requested to include day, time and amount with a 



photograph of each type of food waste. After they have completed the 
journal, they were asked to use the modules as a starting point to think 
about connecting multiple pieces of the modules together to form a 3-
dimensional piece. In other words, their modules developed from the 1 
week assignment should be assembled together to form a larger, 3-
dimensional surface/form. They can connect with threads, wire, textiles, 
dowels, etc., or by designing a clever detail on their grown/organic 
material that can hold itself together. Minimum size needs to include at 
least 9 modules 

 
Presentation Method:  

 The students were introduced to the project by first observing their own 
food waste, collecting and documenting what can be recovered for this 
project. They were also introduced to videos and demos on how to 
reconsider the value of what is typically regarded as waste, and the idea 
of material recovery. Students were asked to present their food waste 
findings as a journal on Mural, a whiteboard app, and the final delivery 
was as a live presentation as well as a pdf. Students were also required 
to share in their weekly group discussions their progress in breakout 
rooms using Mural as pin-up space. 
 

Evaluation: Students were graded on Creativity and Inventiveness in their organic 
matter/material choices and compositions, Tidiness and Aesthetic of their 
overall visual presentation, their translation and understanding of how 
materials and modules come together, both from the chemical properties 
and from the physical joinery standpoint (reflected in their mold-making), 
their ability to document their Process, as well as their Overall Structure, 
Punctuality and Completion of the assignment 

 
Credits: N/A 
 
References: Brownell, Blaine Editor; 'Transmaterial 1,2,3‘ ; Princeton Architectural 

Press; 2006-2010 Iwamoto, Lisa’ ‘Digital Fabrications, Architectural and 
Material Transformations’ Princeton Architectural Press 2009 Jones, 
Louise. Environmentally Responsible Design, Green and Sustainable 
Design for Interior Designers. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc 2008. Franklin, Kate & Catherine Till. 'Radical Matter: 
Rethinking Materials for a Sustainable Future' New York Thames and 
Hudson 2018 

 
Documentation: Attached 
 



Food Waste Log Student 01: Sasha Doytcheva



Food Waste Log







First Attempt:
I took the espresso grounds from the Nespresso pods, and set them aside in a bowl. After, I flattened the 
pods so that they could stand up without support.
My first trial used 2 table spoons of cold water to 2 table spoons of unflavored gelatin. It quickly became 
dense, almost wet sand-like. I packed it into the pod, that had been lathered in oil. I waited a few hours, and 
it held its shape more than before, but was not a cohesive structure and was able to fall apart if pressure 
was applied. This was. A failed attempt, but gave me clues to what I needed to do next.

I then found a technique used to make gelatin more plastic-like. Which is exactly what I needed. The only 
difference was that I had to bring the gelatin and water solution to a boil, rather than mixing with cold water. 
This then causes the liquid to harden in a denser form.

Emptied and cleaned Nespresso 
pods.

Nespresso grounds. Waste produced form cleaning the pods, the 
aluminum sealing them.

Flattening the pods.



Second Attempt

I mixed a quarter cup of water with the entire gelatin package and I brought it to an intense
boil. Afterwards, I gently mixed in the coffee grounds until it seemed dissolved. The mixture
turned a deep pitch-brown and smelled like espresso.
After spraying the pods with non stick spray, I carefully poured in the gelatin-coffee mixture 
almost the whole way. I placed them into bakeware, and immediately put them in the 
refrigerator to harden.

Four days later, the pods had hardened almost completely. They had set the night of pouring 
them, however I read that the longer they cooled the harder they would become.

They released very easily since the molds had become smaller due to the moisture evaporating 
and drying overall. They felt like rubber balls, and had taken the shape of the pod perfectly. I 
had the idea of impaling them since they would keep their form, and I wanted to explore how I 
could arrange them sculpturally. I would not have been able to impale the first attempt, 
therefore this one was successful.

Gelatin, boiling water, and espresso 
mixture.

Gelatin, boiling water, and espresso 
mixture, cooled 3 days later. Released from form.





CastingCoffee
INGREDIENTS

Carefully pour the mixture, when still very hot.
5) Spray non-stick cooking spray in the metal pods 
6)
7) Place in an open baking dish or container, make sure

they do not spill. Refrigerate for 3 days until very firm 
and rubber-like.

8) The now rubber-like mixture should release easily, 
wipe off excess cooking spray.

9) Tie your bamboo skewers with Hemp twine in 
desired form.

10) Impale the Nespresso pieces to your liking.

-Used Nespresso Pods
-Unflavored Gelatin
-Water
-Non-Stick Spray
-Bamboo Skewers
-Hemp Twine

Instructions
1) Carefully remove aluminum cover on the Nespresso 

pods, empty, and set the coffee grounds to the side.
2) Wash the Nespresso pods, dry, and flatten the 

bottom so that they stand , opening facing upwards.
3) Measuring 1 part Gelatin to half-part water, mix

together and bring to a boil until dissolved.
4) Mix all the coffee grounds reserved into the boiling 

water and gelatin.



Food Journal
March  24th - 30TH  

ISABEL MUNIZ

March 24 
2:30 
 aVOCADO tOAST + EGG + COFFEE
 WASTE- AVOCADO SKIN + EGG SHELL
6:00 
 MASHED POTATOS + BREAD + VEGTABLES
 WASTE- pOTATO SKINS +  A FEW VEGETABLE CORE AND SEEDS 

March 25
1:00 
 AVOCADO TOAST + EGG + COFFEE
 WASTE- AVOCADO SKINS + EGG SHELLS
7:00 
 NACHOS
 WASTE- aVOCADO SKINS+ CHIPS+CHEESE+ ONION SKIN+ VEGETABLES 

March 26
1:00
 COFFEE + bAGEL 
6:00 
 ACAI BOWL 
 

March 27
9:00 
 coffee
6:30
 CHIPOTLE 

March 28
11:00
 coffee
3:00 
 Grilled Cheese + salad 
 waste- Bread Crust + Small amount of Vegetables  

March 29
5:00 
 pasta+ bread
 waste- Noodles

March 30
2:30
 COFFEE + MUFFIN 
6:00
 EGG ROLLS + RICE 
 WASTE- Rice+ Avocado skins 



FOOD WASTE MOLD 1

EGG SHELLS + 
SUGAR+ WATER+ LEMON  

SILICONE MOLDS +  SUGAR + EGG 
SHELLS

BOILED SUGAR+WATER+LEMON 
TO A BOIL = SUGAR WAX 

2 TYPES

SUGAR + SHELLS
SUGAR + CRUSHED EGG SHELLS 
(POWDER) 



I WANTED TO CREATE A TRANSPARENT FOOD WASTE MOLD, TO PLAY 
WITH LIGHT. I FELT THE EGG SHELLS WOULD NOT ONLY ADD A 
DECORATIVE ELEMENT BUT COULD STRENGTHEN PARTS OF THE MOLD. 
I LATER FOUND OUT I DID NOT HAVE ENOUGH EGG SHELLS AND ALSO 
THE WAX DID NOT HARDEN AS MUCH AS I THOUGHT IT WOULD. 
FOR MY SECOND ATTEMPT I TRIED TO COOK THE WAX 
LONGER IN HOPE OF MAKING HARD CANDY. I MADE
 SIMILAR SHAPES OR CUT SIMILAR RECTANGLES AFTER IT WAS COOLED. 
THE RECTANGLES WERE EASILY MANIPULATED AND I MADE A CHAIN 
LIKE PATTERN FOR MY FINAL. 

   PROJECT 3





FOOD WASTE JOURNAL
PUID 2030 | KHEW | NGUYEN | 24 MARCH 2021

DATE  WHAT I ATE FOOD WASTE PRODUCED

SUNDAY
MARCH 28, 2021

MONDAY
MARCH 29, 2021

SATURDAY
MARCH 27, 2021

FRIDAY
MARCH 26, 2021

THURSDAY
MARCH 25, 2021

(Br) Bagel with Cream Cheese, (D) Rice, Chick-
en Breast, Spring Veggie Mix, Roasted Potatoes, 
Strawberries, (S) Cheese Stick

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24, 2021

(Br) Berry Smoothie, (D) Rice, Chicken Breast, 
Roasted Potatoes

(Br) Vietnamese Yogurt, Rice, Chicken Breast, 
Lettuce, (D) Hard Boiled Eggs, Apple, Peanut 
Butter

(B) Chocolate Chip Clif Bar, (L) Berry Smoothie, 
(D) Top Ramen, Eggs

Egg Shells, Apple 
Core

Egg Shells

No Food Waste

Strawberry 
Tops

(Br) Pizza Slice, (D) Rice, Asparagus, Spinach, (S) 
Pizza Slice, Cheese, Ice Cream, 

No Food Waste

TIME (FW)

9:00PM

9:00PM

N/A

7:00PM

3:00PM

N/AN/A

(Br) Bagel with Cream Cheese, Nature Valley 
Granola Bar, Strawberries, (D) Pizza Slice 

Strawberries,  
Strawberry 
Tops

N/A



FOOD WASTE JOURNAL: REFLECTIONS
PUID 2030 | KHEW | NGUYEN | 24 MARCH 2021

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 2021

I haven’t gotten the chance to buy any groceries this week, so food is dwindling a bit. Luckily, I still have eggs, which is a basic go-to food when there’s nothing else to 
eat. Last week when I was tracking the food waste I produced I noticed I don’t produce very much organic waste. Mostly because I don’t eat very much, and when I do 
eat I’ll cook a meal that’ll last for a few days so I won’t really be producing any new waste (aside from saran wrap/etc). A lot of  my waste, if  any, are plastics and paper. 
Anyways, I was trying to think of  how I can reuse my waste and create pieces from it. Since I only produced egg shells today I was thinking I could turn the shells into 
fine broken pieces and maybe combine it with flour and water. I’m not to sure yet, but I know I want the mold to be a different material or combination of  materials 
than the casting material. I could probably utilize the non-organic waste and use that for my molds. I’ve been eating candy a lot lately for energy and the wrappers are 
plastic, so I could probably use those, especially since they’re a smooth surface. It might be easier to pull the casted material from it when demolding. 

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 2021

Today I ate eggs again, except hard boiled. The pieces I saved were all small and broken and a bit of  the egg itself  got stuck to the shell. I had a bit more waste today 
since I ate an apple. I’m still thinking about using egg shells more in my mold and casting process, more so in the casting portion. I was thinking that if  I produce more 
soft food waste I can create some sort of  paste or puree and bake it. It really depends though, especially if  I actually do end up using organic materials for the mold. It’s 
kind of  nice paying attention to how much waste I’m actually producing. I’m sure if  I actually balanced my diet I would be producing more waste, but for now I don’t 
seem to be producing much of  anything. I have to start thinking about what molds I’m going to make and how to make sure that they don’t fall apart or lose their form 
when I reuse them to make multiples. I’m a bit worried that I won’t have enough waste by the end of  the week to make a lot of  multiples, but we’ll see. I think I’ll try 
my best to wait on collecting enough waste and then closer to the end of  the week I’ll try to make my molds and casted objects small. I was hoping that the molds and 
casted pieces would incorporate more organic waste than added materials like flour or a lot of  binding materials.

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 2021

There wasn’t any organic waste produced today since I’ve been eating the same leftovers for quite a few days now. I was thinking about how often I eat rice in my meals 
and weather or not I could incorporate the rice water into my organic waste list. Before cooking the rice I wash it to get rid of  the starch, which ends up going down the 
drain. I could probably use that water in my molds/casted pieces as the liquid component that could hold the ingredients/waste/materials together. I should probably 
start planning out the verbs I want to base my pieces off of  and seeing what waste I can combine together for the different parts (mold + pieces). Right now I currently 
only have the egg shells and the apple. The only thing I can really think of  right now is to add flour or starch into the mix to bind everything together. I don’t think just 
baking/cooking mashed up apples will be “sturdy” enough to stand alone, which was kind of  my goal (minimize how much I add). I’m sure for the removal situation I’ll 
have to use some sort of  oil or releasing agent. I just had a thought about Asian cuisine that uses banana leaf  and a steamer. I might try to experiment with that. The 
methods I was thinking of  overall was baking/cooking, freezing, and air drying. Freezing is a bit questionable though.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 2021

Today I was able to get groceries so I’m sure the rest of  the week will have more waste. I bought more veggies and some fruits so there will be more that I can create a 
puree or paste with. I don’t have many thoughts today but I was trying to figure out the design for the molds or the way I want the forms to kind of  be. The verbs I’ve 
narrowed it down to were: to fold, to roll, to crumple, and to collect. The list will probably change once I start experiementing more and trying to figure it out, but for 
now the verbs I chose will be a starting point. I don’t have much else to say about the process. I definitely think that if  I had to track my organic food waste at different 
points in my life there would 100% be more variation. For example, during COVID online school, I am really bad with balancing meals, therefore there isn’t a lot of  
waste or food being consumed. During the summer I was trying to eat more and because I had more time I was able to cook more meals, meaning there was more 
organic waste. But then thinking back to New York, it was a mix between cooking meals, and since COVID wasn’t a thing, I went out to eat a few times at the UC or 
restaurants. I think if  I had tried, I could’ve done composting. In the past it was always something I considered but it just never ended up happening. 

SUNDAY, MARCH 28, 2021

So today I sort of  forgot to eat properly so there wasn’t much to log. I did eat a few strawberries though so I have some waste from today. Actually, there’s more than 
expected because the batch of  strawberries that were shipped here were all pretty mushy when they first arrived, so I can probably use more than just the tops of  the 
strawberries now. I think I’ll try to start the actual making process tomorrow or on Tuesday depending on my schedule. I think I talked about it earlier in the week but 
I’m planning on sticking with cooking methods to create the casted pieces. In terms of  molds I think tin foil and cardboard might be really helpful in the casting process. 
I’ll probably make the mold out of  carboard and wrap it in tin foil? I’m hoping it won’t set on fire...sounds a bit questionable now that I’m writing it out. I still have clay 
from the other casting so maybe I can use that for the mold and using the tin foil or maybe oil to releasse the casted piece. Other than trying to figure out the technical 
stuff, I don’t have much else to say for today.  

MONDAY, MARCH 29, 2021

Since tomorrow I won’t be able to get in a full day to log what I ate, this is technially my last day for tracking my organic food waste and figuring out what materials/
ingredients I’m utilizing from the past week. All of  the waste I’ve been producing has been in the freezer so I can minimize any potential smells and slow the rotting 
a bit. It was definitely nice to be more aware of  how much organic and non-organc waste I was producing in a week. I can’t say that I have a standard amount that 
I consistently produce in any given week because it really depends on how busy I am or if  there’s any groceries in the fridge. Doing this kind of  assignment sort of  
reminds me of  the little projects we use to do in elementary school where you have to make recycled art from stuff like bottles or cans., except in this version it’s with 
stuff that is biodegradable and less rigid in its structure. The main concept is the same though- seeing how much waste you’re producing and finding ways to keep 
reusing or creating with it so that it has a longer lifespan. 



ORGANIC REFORMING: MATERIAL EXPERIMENTATION
PUID 2030 | KHEW | NGUYEN | 31 MARCH 2021

MATERIAL EXPERIMENTATION: STRAWBERRIES
Using le�over strawberry tops collected from the span of a week, this material study aimed to experiment with steaming a mash, batter and dough to examine how their 
physical proprties are altered. By adding no rice �our, a small amount of rice �our, and a substantial amount of rice �our to mashed strawberries, this created a control 
and two experimental samples to study. �ese studies would later aid the mold making and testing process. Each sample was steamed for �ve minutes and then examined 
to see how they had changed. �e most desirable sample was the dough, which was the most solid, despite being a bit stretchy and sticky. 



ORGANIC REFORMING: MOLD MAKING + CASTING TESTS
PUID 2030 | KHEW | NGUYEN | 31 MARCH 2021

MOLD MAKING: TO CURVE, TO FOLD
With the verbs ‘to curve’ and ‘to fold’ to use as a starting point, the mold making process utilized bristol paper, aluminum foil and dra�ing tape to create two curvillinear 
forms: a four-pointed, star-like mold and a teardrop shaped mold. Using a dough made from mashed strawberries and rice �our, the molds were oiled with olive oil and 
then �lled. �ey were then placed into a makeshi� steamer and steamed for �ve minutes. A�er cooling down, the casted pieces were removed from their molds. �e 
texture was very sticky and was the main factor for imperfections when removing the pieces from the mold. A perfected dough recipe is required to achieve a less sticky 
surface.



ORGANIC REFORMING: MODULES AND ASSEMBLY
PUID 2030 | KHEW | NGUYEN | 14 APRIL 2021

MODULES AND ASSEMBLY: STRAWBERRY TEARDROPS + ORNAMENT
A�er observing how the strawberry dough mixture, mold options and cook time a�ected the overall outcome of the testing results, the �nal design used the teardrop-
shaped mold, a �ve minute cook time, and a resting period in the refrigerator before demolding. By subjecting the modules and molds to the cold temperature, the 
modules shunk and became hard, allowing them to release themselves from the mold. Two di�erent doughs were used to add contrast: the deep pink strawberry dough 
and a white dough. Wire was used to assemble these modules together into a �oral-like design. 







Criteria Ratings Pts

10 pts 

10 pts 

10 pts 

10 pts 

Creativity and
Inventiveness

10 to >9.0 pts
Goes above and
beyond all the required
elements stated in the
directions &
instructions

Extraordinarily inventive
and unique in showing a
deep level of
understanding in design

9 to >5.0 pts
Includes all of the required
elements as stated in the
directions/instructions

Thoughtfully and cleverly
presented; inventive at times
in showing understanding of
the material in their design

5 to >0 pts
Missing one or more of
the required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Little to some level of
originality in the design of
their project to show some
comprehension of the
material

Tidiness and
Aesthetic
Score

10 to >9.0 pts
Goes above and beyond all
the required elements
stated in the directions &
instructions

Exceptionally attractive and
particularly tidy in design and
layout

9 to >5.0 pts
Includes all of the
required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Attractive and tidy in
design and layout

5 to >0 pts
Missing one or more of
the required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Distracting and may show
poor composition at times
and/or show lack of
organization

Understanding
of Content
Score

10 to >9.0 pts
Goes above and beyond all
the required elements
stated in the directions &
instructions

Shows a deep level of
understanding of the themes
of the project

9 to >5.0 pts
Includes all of the
required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Shows a good level of
understanding of the
major themes of the
project

5 to >0 pts
Missing one or more of
the required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Displays a somewhat
limited/no understanding of
the project

Process 10 to >9.0 pts
Goes above and
beyond all the required
elements stated in the
directions &
instructions

Good documentation of
process in project, both
digital and physical.

9 to >5.0 pts
Includes all of the
required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

A few omissions of
process documentation
which do not detract
from the overall project

5 to >0 pts
Missing one or more of the
required elements as stated in
the directions/instructions

Missing major documentation of
process, which do not help
communicate thinking and
making of the project to viewers.



Total Points: 50

Criteria Ratings Pts

10 pts 

Overall
Structure,
Punctuality
and
Completion
Score

10 to >9.0 pts
Goes above and
beyond all the
required elements
stated in the
directions &
instructions

Project is
engagingly
organized and
presents material
that is fascinating for
the viewer.
Submission is early
or on time. Good
grammar in project.

9 to >5.0 pts
Includes all of the
required elements as
stated in the
directions/instructions

Project is relatively
organized, complete and
captures the attention of the
viewer. Submission is on
time. A few
grammatical/mechanical
mistakes which do not
detract from the overall
project.

5 to >0 pts
Missing one or more of the
required elements as stated in
the directions/instructions

Project is disorganized and
incomplete at times and is not
able to capture the attention of
the viewer. Submission is late.
Several grammatical/mechanical
mistakes which are not helpful in
communicating the project to
viewers.



BFA Interior Design: Material & Assembly for Interiors
Spring 2021

Project 3 A+B: Organic Reforming, Manipulation (due 03/31), Assemblage (due 4/14)
15 Points, See rubric on Canvas for evaluation

BioBasil No. 5, 2019  /
Carole Collet

The Growing Pavilion, 2019 / Pascal Leboucq and
Krown Design

Hy-Fi, 2014 / The Living

Readings:
Radical matter: rethinking materials for a sustainable future, Chapter 7, due 3/31 (on Mural and Canvas)

Watch:
Tomtex Biomaterial, by Uyen Tran
Fantastic Fungi, found on Vimeo for $4.99, due 4/08

Project 3A: Organic Manipulation, Due 3/31
Create a food waste journal for a week, observe what you have not consumed throughout the week. Notice
where these materials can be used for forming/reforming into modules. Include day/time and amount with a
photograph of each type of food waste.

● Start with a type of food waste that fills up your molds. Allow the food/waste material to form into
your molds. You can mix food waste with other materials to explore how to reform this material.

● Create your own molds to create modules.  Create 2 organic* manipulations related to Richard
Serra’s verbs. You are asked to create your molds and modules and upload them onto Canvas
Assignments by 3/31.

● Note that connections for assembly can be incorporated into the organic forming process.  You can
insert other materials into the mix as you are packing the mixture into the molds.

● Note that forming and drying takes time.  Be sure to create your modules as early as possible, so
modules are baked/aired/dried and can be ready for assembling.

● Make sure you document the molds you make and place them in your Process Notebook.
*Anything that grows out of the soil is considered organic matter

Project 3B: Organic Assemblage, Due 4/14
● Using your Project 3A as a starting point, think about connecting multiple pieces of 3A together to

form a 3-dimensional piece. You will need to think of how your modules developed from 3A can be
assembled together to form a larger, 3-dimensional surface/form. You can connect with threads,
wire, textiles, dowels, etc., or just by designing a clever detail on your grown material that can hold
itself together.  Minimum size needs to include at least 9 modules. Organic materials can change or
decompose! That’s the beauty of living organisms!

1

https://youtu.be/u8bEvrVPeUw
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/fantasticfungi


● Key Note: No glue please.

Please create and save your PDF at 300 dpi and submit onto Google Drive (if you have access) and
Canvas Assignments before class on Wednesday, March 31st and April 14th. Please label as
follows: [Last name]_[First name]_Project3A.pdf  Ex: Khew_YuNong_Project3A.pdf

Exploration Process;
Creative work is an iterative process. Start from one piece and one method and set out a few parameters for
the piece. Digest what you have made and reflect upon that material and its “verb”. Challenge your
material/method by working on it with a slight change in the parameters you have first set out for yourself.
Then work on another module by implementing changes to your method(s). Observe what has shifted, what
worked and what didn’t. Question your variables and parameters. Reflect and repeat.  Document your
process in your process notebook.

References:
1 La Patisserie Ancienne et Moderne, 1841. Pg. 178, 222, 238, 251, 258, 271, 307, 357, 370, 400, 417,
434, etc (If you can read French!) (on Canvas) to give you all ideas on using icing to create wonderful
textures! French pastry chefs have been sculpting pastries for a very long time and take this craft very
seriously!

Brownell, Blaine Editor; 'Transmaterial 1,2,3‘ ; Princeton Architectural Press; 2006-2010

Iwamoto, Lisa’ ‘Digital Fabrications, Architectural and Material Transformations’ Princeton
Architectural Press 2009

Jones, Louise. Environmentally Responsible Design, Green and Sustainable Design for Interior
Designers. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley and Sons, Inc 2008.

Franklin, Kate & Catherine Till. 'Radical Matter: Rethinking Materials for a Sustainable Future' New
York Thames and Hudson 2018.

List of Suggested Materials

For Organic
forming/reforming:
Coffee grounds
Fruit peels
Plant waste
Egg shells
etc

For molds:
Cardboard with packing tape
Chipboard with packing tape
Found objects that are flexible or
can be broken down
Foamcore
Fabric
Clay
Plaster
Acrylic
Silicone

For baking/cooking:
Sugar
Flour
Corn Starch
Baking Soda
Gelatin, Agar
Egg Whites
Borax
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